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Abstract
This paper shows how non-linear attractor dynamics can be used to control teams of two autonomous mobile robots that
coordinate their motion in order to transport large payloads in unknown environments, which might change over time and
may include narrow passages, corners and sharp U-turns. Each robot generates its collision-free motion online as the sensed
information changes. The control architecture for each robot is formalized as a non-linear dynamical system, where by design
attractor states, i.e. asymptotically stable states, dominate and evolve over time. Implementation details are provided, and it is
further shown that odometry or calibration errors are of no significance. Results demonstrate flexible and stable behavior in
different circumstances: when the payload is of different sizes; when the layout of the environment changes from one run to
another; when the environment is dynamic—e.g. following moving targets and avoiding moving obstacles; and when abrupt
disturbances challenge team behavior during the execution of the joint transportation task.
Keywords Joint transportation · Autonomous robots · Mobile robots · Obstacle avoidance · Unknown environments ·
Attractor dynamics
1 Introduction
A large number of scenarios—e.g.warehouses, depots, ports,
construction sites, and industrial processes—require a spe-
cific object, cargo or payload to be transported from a
point A (initial or loading location) to a point B (destina-
tion or unloading location). The practicality of using robots
to provide assistance in such scenarios has already been
demonstrated, and these are often used in process automa-
tion. See for instanceWidyotriatmo and Hong (2011), where
autonomous forklifts aid in the handling of materials in
industry, Durrant-Whyte (1996) for a scenario depicting
autonomous guided vehicles (AGV) which transport ISO-
standard cargo containers in port environments, or Sprunk
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et al. (2017) for a focus on the navigation of omnidirectional
transport vehicles in industrial environments.However,when
the objects to be transported are larger in size, it is prefer-
able to use teams of (smaller and cheaper) robots that jointly
carry the payload to its destination, instead of resorting to
single large robots. One example in space exploration is a
Mars Rover pair, which has cooperatively transported a long
payload (Trebi-Ollennu et al. 2002). Another more recent
application is that of the car transportation system developed
at TohokuUniversity, which uses teams of two or fourmobile
robots (Endo et al. 2008; Kashiwazaki et al. 2011). Neverthe-
less, neither of these two examples has dealt with the problem
of obstacle avoidance.
In a joint transportation task, the team of robots should
be able to navigate in their environments while still main-
taining the relative distance between robots, which is equal
to a predefined distance associated to payload sizes. Despite
related to the problem ofmulti-robot formation control (Hess
et al. 2009; Monteiro and Bicho 2010; Sabattini et al. 2011;
Bayram and Bozma 2016), there is one fundamental differ-
ence: the robots are physically connected by the payload.
This means that the distance between robots is to be kept
within tight boundaries and that, when avoiding obstacles,
the complete team should be able to navigate around them.
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The purpose of this paper is to propose a dynamic con-
trol architecture for teams of two autonomous mobile robots
engaged in joint transportation tasks, and which are chal-
lenged by all of the following functional constraints: (1)
transportation by the team of a long object from point A
to a destination point B; (2) avoidance of obstacles (either
static or dynamic); (3) navigation in environments unknown
a priori, and of which the robots have only limited and local
sensor information; (4) ability to maneuver in environments
that may be cluttered, with narrow corridors and/or tight cor-
ners; (5) flexible behavior to enable coping with changes in
payload size, as well as in environment layout; and (6) min-
imal explicit communication.
These constraints are of great importance, since they open
up a range of possibilities of cargo displacement in appli-
cation scenarios where autonomous robots must transport
objects of different dimensions, in environments whose lay-
out may change over time and which are co-inhabited by
other vehicles or human operators. The projects reported
in literature—including our prior work (Soares et al. 2007;
Machado et al. 2013)—only focus on some of the abovemen-
tioned constraints (c.f. Sect. 2 for further discussion).
In order to deal with the aforementioned functional con-
straints, we are of the view that a guiding vision for robot
controller design can be inspired by the strategy of Human
action in joint transportation tasks. In Streuber and Chatzias-
tros (2007), a behavioral experiment was presented, in which
several teams of two human subjects were studied while
transporting a stretcher. For each experiment, there was a
leader (in front) and a helper (at the rear). The subjects
were provided with different types of sensory information
feedback: visual, which provided local information about
stretcher location and orientation; attitude (in the case of
the helper); and haptic feedback, i.e. information provided
by physical contact with the transported object, allowing for
the inference of relative orientation, distance and velocity.
After analyzing the human subjects’ trajectories, one impor-
tant conclusion reached was that the rear human subject
(i.e. helper) tended to align the stretcher with the heading
direction of the human subject in front. This behavior ben-
efits maneuverability and collision avoidance in the event
of corners. Another interesting result is that the information
acquired visually was not essential to the success of the mis-
sion. In fact, by not possessing all the visual information
available, the team resorted to guiding the stretcher along
more conservative and safer trajectories, with the ensuing
drawback of sometimes longer trajectories.
Based on these findings of how a Human–Human team
performs joint action in transportation tasks, we have pro-
posed a leader–helper distributed control architecture in
Machado et al. (2013), which as design principle makes the
helper robot steer in such a way that it tries to make the
transportedpayload alignwith the leader’s headingdirection.
Regarding sensorial information, one used the relative head-
ing direction and distance between robots (somehow equiv-
alent to haptic feedback), as well as information about the
leader’s heading direction. In the abovementioned paradigm,
this can be viewed as reduced visual information. Explicit
communication was minimal, since the helper did not com-
municate with the leader, and the latter only communicated
the heading direction to the former, in the form of a bearing
which corresponded to the difference between the leader’s
heading direction and the direction at which the payload was
sensed. This means that, in practice, there was no need to
keep an estimate of the leader’s heading direction. More-
over, the responsibility of avoiding collisions of the payload
with obstacles was only assigned to the helper. In cluttered
environments this caused delays in the termination of the
transportation task.
Thus, in the work reported here, the Leader also assumes
an active role by sharing the obligation with the Helper of
keeping the payload away from obstructions. Besides safer
navigation, another important benefit resides in the fact that
there is an increase in the team’s average speed, which allows
for a speedier termination of the task. The extended control
architecture developed is structured in terms of elementary
behaviors. A particular aspect of our approach lies in the use
of the theory of non-linear dynamical systems—that offers
essential concepts and tools such as attractor, repeller, sta-
bility, bifurcation, trajectory in state space and the like—as
a mathematical framework to design, integrate and imple-
ment the behaviors required. Specifically, the time course
of the control variables are obtained from (fixed point) solu-
tions of dynamical systems. By design, the attractor solutions
(asymptotically stable states) dominate these solutions. The
advantage is that the overt behavior of each robot is generated
as a time series of attractor states, which therefore contribute
to making the system robust in the face of perturbations (for
basic ideas, see e.g. Schöner et al. 1995; Bicho and Schöner
1997; Bicho et al. 2000; Bicho 2000; Monteiro and Bicho
2010, and related work c.f. Sect. 2.2).
The dynamic control architecture was implemented and
tested on the team of mobile robots seen in Fig 1. The
desired functionalities mentioned above are observed and
documented, with results from simulations and real robot
implementations, which also include validation on a factory
floor.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2
presents related work on the subject of object transportation
by teams of autonomous mobile robots, as well as on the
dynamical systems approach to robotics. Section 3 describes
the robot team. Section 4 presents the dynamical systems that
govern the robots’ behavior, as well as their implementation
on the robots and a stability analysis. Section 5 presents a
selection of results, demonstrating that the robot team can
cope with the functional requirements imposed for the joint
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Fig. 1 The team of autonomous mobile robots transporting a long box
as cargo/payload. Here, the validation scenario is a factory floor
transportation task. The paper ends with a conclusion and an
outlook for future work in Sect. 6. Three appendixes further
complement the work reported here.
2 Related work
2.1 Object transportation by teams of mobile robots
In literature on the subject of object transportationby teamsof
mobile robots, one typically finds four different approaches
to physically transport, or move, an object from a point A
to point B: (1) pushing the object (e.g. Sudsang 2002; Gross
andDorigo 2009); (2) pulling the object (e.g. Yamashita et al.
1998; Donald et al. 2000; Cheng et al. 2009); (3) placing the
object on top of the robots (e.g. Tang et al. 2004; Stouten
and Graaf 2004; Loh and Traechtler 2012); (4) using robots
with manipulators, or some sort of gripping devices (e.g.
Ahmadabadi and Nakano 2001; Tanner et al. 2003).
In the context of this paper, we are especially interested in
solutionswhichmight be useful in industrial scenarios,where
the objects to be transported might be large and heavy. As
such, solutions based on the pushing and pulling of the object
are inadequate, while solutions relying on mobile platforms
with industrial manipulators, though quite flexible, are not
robust enough for heavy loads.
There are two general approaches to control a team of
robots transporting a payload: Centralized (e.g. Hashimoto
et al. 1993; Tanner et al. 2003; Yamashita et al. 2003; Wada
andTorii 2013) andDecentralized control schemes (e.g. Tang
et al. 2004; Trebi-Ollennu et al. 2002; Fujii et al. 2007). The
centralized approach relies on a unique agent (which may be
an outside entity) to compute the teams overall path. This
is undertaken either by providing a reference trajectory—
which can be virtual—for the transported object, or one for
each robot, or each robot’s action. For a recent study, see e.g.
Yamaguchi et al. (2015), which proposes a path-following
feedback control law for a cooperative transportation system
with two car-like vehicles, in order to followparametric curve
paths at variable velocities.
The limited success of the centralized approach is mainly
due to computational and communication costs, particularly
in environments that may be dynamic.
In the decentralized approach, each robot is completely
autonomous, in that it senses the world, communicates (or
not) with the team and computes its own behavior based on
limited, local and sensorial information. It has been claimed
that the decentralized approach has several advantages over
centralized approaches (see e.g. Cao et al. 1997; Parker 2000;
Jones andMataric 2005). However, a major difficulty resides
in achieving purposive team behavior in that precise control
and coordination of the robots can be extremely difficult.
From the perspective of a cooperating robot, the (sensed)
environment—consisting of themanipulated object, the other
robot(s) and the world scenario (be it static or dynamic)—
presents complex behavior.
The decentralized approaches mainly follow leader–
follower, master–slave or leader–helper strategies. These
can be defined as synonymous of a team, where one robot
(the leader) heads the way for the team; the remaining robots
keep up with the leader’s path by taking object sizes into
account. Several authors have minimized the coordination
effort in decentralized approaches by relying on precom-
puted trajectories, either for the leader or for the transported
object, or for some reference point. In Yang et al. (2004), for
instance, a leader–follower control architecture, which relies
on a planned trajectory of the object in transportation, is pre-
sented. Similarly, simulations of two robots transporting a
ladder along a corridor with a 90◦ corner were presented in
Asahiro et al. (2001). The approach is distributed in the sense
that each robot computes its own trajectory. This is computed
at the start of the mission, from the initial to the final posi-
tion, based on knowledge of the environment. At run-time
the robots try to follow these a priori defined set-points,
with local adjustments to compensate for robot inequalities
and obstacle avoidance. In Abou-Samah et al. (2006), the
authors developed leader–follower and decentralized archi-
tectures for twomobile robots equipped with 2 DOF revolute
joint manipulators transporting payloads in cooperation. In
both approaches, a reference trajectory is required as input. In
Yufka et al. (2010), a virtual leader–follower formation con-
trol approach is used. The transported object is assumed to be
the virtual leader, while the carrying robots are the followers,
in a formation that is dependent on object shape. A reference
trajectory is required for the object acting as virtual leader,
and this is assumed to be provided. The consequence is that
knowledge of the environment is required and that moving
obstacles are not considered. The work in Kim and Minor
(2010) also uses the reference trajectory of the transported
object, thus presenting the same disadvantages as the previ-
ous study. The existence of such preplanned trajectories does
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not cope well with the requirements of flexibility, in terms
of possible adaptation to online changes in the environments
layout, and which might require triggering a simple local
obstacle avoidance maneuver or a different path selection.
The expression of awareness of the other robots’ behav-
ior can be achieved by explicitly communicated information,
or through information obtained by other means (e.g. object
linkage). In Pereira et al. (2002), the authors focus on implicit
vs explicit communication in a teamof two robots carrying an
object, and show that the former can be sufficient to accom-
plish the transportation task. In Trebi-Ollennu et al. (2002),
Bouloubasis andMcKee (2005) andTsiamis et al. (2015), one
finds different leader–follower control schemes to coordinate
the motion of two robots transporting a long payload, and
which only rely on implicit communication achieved through
the common payload object. However, obstacle avoidance
was not addressed in none of these studies.
The leader–follower control architecture presented in
Takeda et al. (2003) is suitable for dynamical environments
from the perspective of the follower robot, and does notmake
use of explicit communication either. However, it is assumed
that the desired trajectory of the transported object needs
to be known a priori and must be provided to the leader
robot. A similar approach was followed in Yang et al. (2004),
where the follower(s) (there can be more than one) have to
maintain relative position(s) with the object. Obstacle avoid-
ance was introduced by using fuzzy reasoning, yet this was
demonstrated only in simple environments (i.e. an environ-
ment with two single obstacles of a circular shape). Another
leader–follower strategy was presented in Fujii et al. (2007).
The leader trajectory is estimated from sensed forces in the
linkage between robot and payload. The difference here is
that, instead of a tight coupling between object and robot,
the object is suspended from a hook on the robot, thus con-
figuring a type of loose handling. Nothing in this study is said
about obstacle avoidance and maneuvers in tight spaces.
In sum, most of the previous works do not address obsta-
cle avoidance, and none refer/demonstrate the ability to deal
with cluttered and unknown environments. This means that
the follower not only has to avoid collisions and follow the
leader, but it also has to assist in steering the transported
object so that maneuvers in tight spaces, which can change
over time (e.g. a corridor may become obstructed), are easier
and possible. The difficulty of the joint transportation task is
aggravated if there is no knowledge of the environment and
the robots have to generate their trajectories online. With
this purpose in mind, in this paper we present a dynamic
control architecture for teams of two robots, which imple-
ments a decentralized leader–helper strategy enabling joint
transportation in narrow spaces and on-line collision avoid-
ance. Contrary to some of the previous related works, no
reference trajectories are computed or communicated to the
robots. Each robot plans its motion online as sensed informa-
tion changes. Furthermore, the ability to avoid obstacles is
provided for either static or moving obstacles. Each robot’s
control architecture is formalized as a non-linear dynamical
system. Important, validation in real environments, which
also include a factory floor, are presented.
2.2 Dynamical systems approach
The control strategy reported here is based on the so-called
Attractor Dynamics Approach to Behavior Generation. The
basic ideas of this framework—also known as the Dynami-
cal Systems Approach to Robotics—were first presented in
Schöner et al. (1995) (see also Monteiro and Bicho 2010).
Since then, it has been demonstrated in several different
environments and different tasks. One of these studies was
undertaken by Steinhage (1997), who simulated complex
navigation behavior. Initially the approach was applied to
control the motion of an autonomous vehicle and was based
on 2D representations of the navigational space around the
vehicle. Bicho and colleagues extended the approach and
have shown that rather limited sensory input is sufficient, and
that the computational cost of the dynamical systemapproach
can be kept low (Bicho and Schöner 1997; Bicho 2000; Bicho
et al. 2000). In Bicho (2000), which deals with navigation
in indoor environments, additional behaviors such as “wall
detection” and “wall following” were integrated with obsta-
cle avoidance and target acquisition, thus demonstrating how
the behavioral structure and the dynamical system approach
can be scaled to fulfill different tasks (see also Althaus et al.
2001). Ellekilde andPerram (2005) have used the approach to
plan tool trajectories for industrial robot manipulators, while
Iossifidis and Schoener (2006) and Reimann et al. (2010)
have applied it to the autonomous avoidance of obstacles
and joint-limits in a redundant robot arm. Subsequently, in
Monteiro and Bicho (2010), we applied this approach to the
(loose) formation control of simulated and real robots. To the
best of our knowledge, the first approach to the problem of
joint transportation by means of teams of robots using the
dynamical systems framework was carried out by our group
(Soares et al. 2007; Machado et al. 2013, 2016). This poses
new challenges: the coordination and control of teams of
autonomous mobile robots transporting a rigid large object
without collisions, in real unstructured and dynamic environ-
ments, constitutes an extremely difficult endeavor, since the
robots are physically tightly coupled.
This paper results as a corollary and extension of our
research reported in Machado et al. (2016). The following is
a new contribution: (1) Lyapunov’s stability analysis proves
the asymptotic stability of the control laws that govern the
robots’ behavior. This is a positive feature compared to typi-
cal behavior based approaches, since usually, the control law
is based only on the superposition of heuristic functions for
each behavior, and mathematically proving the asymptotic
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stability of the control law is difficult and sometimes impos-
sible. (2) We present and analyze in detail the dynamical
systems that generate the robots’ behavior. Importantly, we
demonstrate relevant issues concerning the implementation
on the robots, highlighting that odometry and/or calibration
errors are of no significance. (3)We present, analyze and dis-
cuss a set of new results, namely: (a) we show that there is
nothing in our approach that forces us to work with static tar-
gets; the robotic team can also follow a moving target, which
can be another robot or a human operator/co-worker; (b) it
is shown that the team is able to handle unexpected events
during task execution, even though these may cause abrupt
perturbations (e.g. a human subject throwing obstacles onto
to robots’ path); (c) for the very first time, validation on a
real factory floor, in a scenario aggregating several challeng-
ing situations, e.g. narrow passages with U-shaped turns, and
the appearance of a human operator driving a pallet stacker
which disturbs the team.
3 Robot team
The mission of the team, as depicted in Fig. 1, is to transport
long objects from a starting location (the payload loading
location) to a destination location (the payload unloading
location). Both the loading and unloading actions are not
subject of study in this paper. The Leader robot holds an
extremity of the payload and leads the team from an ini-
tial position to a detected target destination while avoiding
sensed obstacles. The Helper robot holds the other extrem-
ity of the object and helps the Leader to carry the payload.
This implies that the Helper has to steer in such a way that
it always maintains an appropriate orientation and distance
from the Leader, which simultaneously subsumes two task
constraints: assisting in the transportation of the object and
avoiding collisions with obstacles sensed in the meantime. It
is important to highlight that the Leader is also responsible
for keeping the payload away from obstacles (c.f. Sect. 4).
The two robots possess similar characteristics (depicted
in Fig. 2a). Each consists of a cylindrical platform with two
differential motorized wheels, driven by electronic circuitry
that guarantees an accurate control of rotation speed, and
two caster wheels for balance. Each robot is equipped with a
ring of (N ) distance sensors—centered on the rotation axis—
which are used to measure distance to obstructions at the
directions they are pointing towards in space. These sen-
sors are arranged such that their sensitive cones just touch.
The distance range is a parameter that can be set. An omni-
directional vision system is used by the Leader robot to
detect targets identified by specific colors. Image process-
ing is based on color blob extraction. The size and location
of the blob, followed by ad-hoc calibration, allows one to
compute an estimate of the distance and relative direction of
Fig. 2 The payload support is a 2 DOF system, which is based on
a prismatic joint coupled to a rotational joint. The prismatic joint is
equipped with returning springs. The payload support base is instru-
mented to output the relative displacement, dr , and bearing, αc,r , of
the transported payload, in relation to the robot’s center and the head-
ing direction, respectively. The angular displacement between distance
sensors is δ rad. a Photo of one of the robots used in the experiments.
b Scheme (top view) showing the 2 DOF payload support base and the
N (= 11) distance sensors
the target. All this is carried out in real time (up to 15 fps)
and with a maximum error of 5% in direction and 10% in
distance. A compass is used to keep a record of the robot’s
heading direction over time. This information is only used
to monitor and document results; it is not used to control the
robot’s motion. All programming, control and computation
are undertaken onboard. A wireless router enables access in
order to facilitate configuration and communication.
Each robot is also equipped with a 2 DOF dedicated
support—payload support base—mounted on its top and
centered to hold the transported object. Each support base
is composed of a prismatic joint (to which the object is
attached), which is coupled to a free rotational joint centered
on the robot (see Fig. 2b). During acceleration and maneu-
vers, the object is displaced along the prismatic joint, which
rotates to accommodate these changes. In order to guaran-
tee that the displacement on each robot’s payload support is
approximately the same, the prismatic joint is equipped with
springs that also try to return the payload support base to the
center after a transient A similar solution has been proposed
in Hashimoto et al. (1993). The maximum displacement of
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Fig. 3 The leader and helper’s heading direction are φL and φH ,
respectively. These are measured in relation to an arbitrary, but fixed,
external reference frame (to obtain these angles, one should consider
that the reference frame moves with each robot’s center but that its
rotation is locked, as in Bicho et al. 2000). The support base on each
robot ensures the displacement of the payload in relation to the robot’s
center, dL or dH , as well as the payload bearing, αc,L or αc,H , i.e. the
payload angle in relation to the current heading direction of the Leader
and Helper robots, respectively
the payload allowed is 20 cm to each side of the robot’s cen-
ter and along the prismatic joint. When above this value, the
payload falls down.
A description follows of the control systemwhich governs
each robot’s behavior.
4 The dynamical systems for joint
transportation
For the following, please refer to Fig. 3.
In order to model each robot’s behavior, we use as control
variables the heading direction, φr , in relation to an arbitrary
but fixed reference frame, and path velocity, vr (r = {L, H},
where L ≡ Leader and H ≡ Helper). Behavior is gener-
ated by providing values to these variables, which control the
robot’s wheels. The time course for each of these variables
is obtained from the (fixed point) solutions of dynamical
systems. The fixed point attractor solutions (i.e. the asymp-
totically stable states) dominate these solutions by design.
In the present system, the behavioral dynamics of heading




= fdes,r (φr ) + Fobs,r (φr ) + fvir ,r (φr ) (1)
dvr
dt
= gdes,r (vr ) (2)
where the vector fields consist of a number of contribu-
tions that express independent task constraints or elementary
behaviors. In isolation, each contribution creates an attrac-
tor (an asymptotically stable state) or a repeller (an unstable
state) of the dynamics of the behavioral/control variable,
with a specified strength and range of attraction or repulsion,
respectively.
In the dynamical system defined by (1): fdes,r (φr ) mod-
els target acquisition behavior by dynamically orienting the
robot to a desired target direction, which is achieved by
erecting an attractor state at this direction; Fobs,r (φr ) mod-
els robot obstacle avoidance behavior by erecting repellers,
which make the heading direction avoid the undesired direc-
tions (e.g. directions at which obstructions are sensed by
the distance sensors); fvir ,r (φr ) models payload collision
avoidance behavior, which keeps the payload safe fromcolli-
sions. The resulting dynamical system is non-linear and may
present multiple stable states (attractors) that change over
time, as the robots move and/or the environment changes.
Equation (2) defines a dynamical system which attracts
path velocity to a desired value, as is later explained in this
section (c.f. Sect. 4.2).
By design, parameters are tuned so that the control
variables are mostly very close to one attractor of the result-
ing dynamics, i.e. the variables follow one of the moving
attractors extremely closely. This implies that each robot’s
behavior is generated as a time series of asymptotically sta-
ble states. The fact that only attractor solutions matter can
be used to design the layout of attractors and repellers by
using the qualitative theory of dynamical systems. Qualita-
tive changes in behavior emerge through bifurcations in the
vector fields. The local bifurcation theory helps to design the
dynamics, so that these qualitative changes are automatically
carried out under the appropriate environmental conditions
(e.g. sensory information or shared information within the
team of robots).
The next subsections build the individual contributions to
the vector fields in (1) and (2) for the Leader and the Helper.
One also simultaneously discuss relevant issues concerning
the implementation on the robots, highlighting that odometry
and/or calibration errors are not a relevant issue here.
4.1 Heading direction dynamics
The dynamical system governing the heading direction of
each robot r ∈ {L, H} is given by (1). It is the outcome of
the integration of several components, which are specified
below.
4.1.1 Target acquisition behavior
Orientation towards a desired heading direction ψdes,r ∈
[0, 2π ] is modeled by





which erects an attractor for φr at ψdes,r with an attraction
strength defined by λdes,r (> 0), corresponding to the relax-
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Fig. 4 Desired heading directions for both robots, Leader and Helper,
respectively ψtar ,L and ψc,H . The star represents the mission target.
Note that: αc,r = ψc,r − φr ; and ψc,L = ψc,H − π
ation rate to that attractor (i.e. inverse of local relaxation
time).
Next,we explain how to compute the attractor valueψdes,r
for the Leader and Helper (refer to Fig. 4).
For the Leader (r=L) The desired heading direction is the
direction at which it sees the mission target, i.e. ψdes,L =
ψtar ,L .
For the Helper (r=H) The desired heading direction is the
direction that aligns itself with the transported object, i.e.
ψdes,H = ψc,H .
It is important to highlight that, for the implementa-
tion of (3) on the robots, there is no need to maintain an
estimate of the robots’ heading direction. This is because(
φL − ψtar ,L
) = αtar ,L is the bearing angle at which the




) = −αc,H , is directly given by
the payload support base (see Fig. 2b or 3). This implies that
calibration and/or odometry errors are of no significance.
4.1.2 Robot obstacle avoidance behavior
Fobs,r (φr ) is given by:
Fobs,r (φr ) =
Nr∑
i=1
fobs,i,r (φr ) (4)
where Nr represents the number of distance sensors, and
fobs,i,r (φr ) models a repulsive forcelet, which ensures the
collision avoidance of robot r and an obstruction sensed by
its distance sensor i . Each of these contributions is defined
by:













It erects a repeller at a direction specified by ψobs,i,r , with
a repulsion strength defined by λobs,i,r (≥ 0), and with σi,r
setting the angular range over which the repeller exerts its
repulsive force (see Bicho et al. 2000 for details).
The computation of ψobs,i,r is performed as follows: for
a single free-moving robot, the directions at which repellers
are erected, ψobs,i,r , are directly the directions at which the
obstructions are sensed (Bicho et al. 2000). This approach
is not valid here for the robots in the team because they are
linked by the payload that they jointly transport. Hence, the
presence of that payload must also be accounted for during
each robot’s obstacle avoidance behavior.
Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 5a. In this situa-
tion, the leader is moving away from the obstacle, while the
Helper has the obstacle on its left. More specifically, its sen-
sors i = 7 and i = 8 are detecting obstructions (see Fig. 5b).
If the directions of the repellers were to be the directions at
which these sensors are pointing in space, then the Helper
would turn clockwise and move around the obstacle, keep-
ing it to its left. The problem is that the payload could collide
with the obstacle if the obstacle was high enough. To avoid
this problem, the Helper must remain on the same side of
the obstacle as the Leader and payload. In this particular
scenario, the Helper has to turn counterclockwise. This is
accomplished by shifting the repellers from the directions
relating to sensor i = 7 and i = 8 to sensor sector i = 5.
With this in mind, for the general case, the direction at
which each repeller i is erected is made:
ψobs,i,r = φr + Ψobs,i,r (6)
where Ψobs,i,r , accounts for the fact that a payload is being






−δ , (αc,r ≥ 0
) ∧ (0 ≤ 
iδ ≤ αc,r
)
+δ , (αc,r < 0





,∀αc,r ∈ [−π, π ] .
(7)
Here, δ represents the angular distance between the cen-
ter of two consecutive distance sensors and 
i = {−(N −
1)/2, . . . , 0, . . . , (N −1)/2} constitutes the sensor’s position
in relation to the robot’s heading direction (see Fig. 5b).
The repulsion strength, λobs,i,r , of each contribution
fobs,i,r is a decreasing function of the distance sensed, di,r :






The parameter β1,r (> 0) is the maximal strength of repul-
sion, while β2,r (> 0) fixes the distance over which the
repulsion contribution decays. The larger the sensed distance
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Fig. 5 Obstacles detected between the helper’s heading direction and
payload movement direction are moved to a strategic position, in
order to avoid payload collision with obstacles. a Obstacle contribu-
tion shifted, b positions of the distance sensors (when N = 11)
di,r to any obstruction detected by the distance sensor i , the
weaker the repulsion from the direction ψobs,i,r . For addi-
tional details and how to compute σi,r in (5) please see
Bicho et al. (2000).
Finally, and very importantly, with regard to the imple-
mentation on the robots, note that if one replaces (6) into (5)
one obtains:







which means, once more, that there is no need whatsoever
to maintain an estimate of the robots’ heading directions, φr ,
in the implementation. Again, this implies that calibration
and/or odometry errors do not matter.
4.1.3 Payload collision avoidance behavior
The behavior for keeping the payload safe from collisions is
modeled by an attractive force:
fvir ,r (φr ) = −λvir ,r sin
(
φr − ψvir ,r
)
(10)
where λvir ,r (> 0) is the relaxation rate (strength of attrac-
tion) to the attractor erected at the heading direction given
by ψvir ,r ∈ [0, 2π ]. This specifies a virtual target, which
ensures that the payload is moved away from sensed obstruc-
tions.
The parameters for this behavior are set differently for the
Leader and the Helper.
Fig. 6 Setting the virtual target for the Leader, for the payload collision
avoidance behavior
For the Leader (r=L) In this case, the behavior specified by
fvir ,L (φL) is responsible for moving the Leader (and hence
the payload) away from obstructions that appear on the side
to which the Leader is turning (at a distance specified by
dvir ,L ), with the purpose of moving the payload away from
obstacles, thus facilitating its partner’s role (see Fig. 6).
fdes,L (φL) and fobs,i,L (φL) (given by (3) and (5)
respectively) can be used to indicate if the target and sensed
obstructions are to the right or to the left of the Leader
robot (regarding its heading direction φL ). Negative values
of fdes,L (φL) indicate that the desired real target position
lies to the right, while positive values mean that the target
lies to the left. Conversely, negative values of fobs,i,L (φL)
indicate that an obstruction sensed by sensor i rests on the
left side of the robot, while positive values indicate the the
obstruction is on the right side.
With this inmind, the heading direction to the virtual target
is given by:






−Ψvir ,L , αtar ,L > Ψthres ∧
∧ fobs,Sle f t ,L 	= 0
+Ψvir ,L , αtar ,L < −Ψthres ∧
∧ fobs,Sright ,L 	= 0
0 , otherwise
(12)
where αtar ,L = −
(
φL − ψtar ,L
) ∈ [−π, π ]. Note that
αtar ,L can be given directly by the Leader’s vision sys-
tem, and hence there in no need to maintain an estimate of
the Leader’s heading direction, φL , in the implementation.
ψobs,turn is the orientation of the sensed obstructions on the
side to which the robot is turning (relating to reference Ox ).
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This value is computed from obstacle sensor measurements:
ψobs,turn = φL + αobs,turn (13)
where αobs,turn is the angle created between the obstruction
and the heading direction.
Ψvir ,L , in 12, is a parameter that sets the amount of devi-
ation in relation to the sensed obstruction. Ψthres defines
the threshold from which one considers the current head-
ing direction to be different from the desired real heading
direction (real target). fobs,Sle f t ,L and fobs,Sright ,L are the
contributions resulting from sensor sectors i = Sle f t and





where fobs,i,L is the contribution of the Leader robot’s dis-
tance sensor i .
For the Helper (r=H) The behavior corresponding to
fvir ,H (φH ) is responsible for aligning the direction of the
transported object, ψc,H , with the Leader’s heading direc-
tion, φL , causing (φL − ψc,H ) → 0. It does so by erecting
an attractor in the direction of a virtual target, ψvir ,H (see
Fig. 7), given by:
ψvir ,H = ψc,H + Ψvir ,H (15)
with ψvir ,H ∈ [0, 2π ] and Ψvir ,H = ±π/2 depending on
the Leader turning left or right:
Ψvir ,H =
{−π/2 , φL − ψc,H < 0




) = (π − αc,L
)
, as illustrated in Fig. 4,
signals whether the Leader is turning left (φL − ψc,H < 0)
or right (φL −ψc,H ≥ 0). Note that the αc,L value constitutes
the unique information which is explicitly communicated
between the robots, and it is communicated from the Leader
to the Helper.
Finally and very importantly, with regard to implementa-
tion on the robot, note that if (15) is replaced in (10) one gets:
fvir ,H (φH ) = λvir ,H sin
(
αc,H − Ψvir ,H
)
(17)
because φH − ψvir ,H = αc,H − Ψvir ,H (see Figs. 2b or 3).
This implies that, in the implementation of this behavior
there is no need whatsoever to maintain an estimate of the
Helper’s or Leader’s heading direction. This again implies
that calibration and/or odometry errors are of no significance.
Fig. 7 Setting the virtual target for theHelper, for the payload collision
avoidance behavior
4.1.4 Behavioral integration of fdes,r and fvir,r
Since fdes,r (φr ) and fvir ,r , with r ∈ {L, H}, are defined
using the sinus function, and that the addition of two sinuses
of the same frequency constitutes another sinus, then, in order
to ease the proper balancing between these two contributions
with regard to obstacle avoidance behavior, they are merged
together in a single contribution:
fdesvir ,r (φr ) = fdes,r (φr ) + fvir ,r (φr )
= −λdesvir ,r · sin
(
φr − ψdesvir ,r
)
(18)
where ψdesvir ,r is the resultant attractor, which should be
located between the directions represented by ψdes,r and
ψvir ,r (ψdesvir ,r ∈
[
ψdes,r , ψvir ,r
]
), and λdesvir ,r is the
strength of attraction (relaxation rate) to it.
The resultant attractor ψdesvir ,r is computed differently
for the Leader and for the Helper.
For the Leader (r=L) The direction of the resultant attractor
is defined by the sigmoid function:
ψdesvir ,L = ψvir ,L+





dobs,turn − dvir ,L
) + ln
(
ψtar ,L − ψobs,turn





ψtar ,L − ψvir ,L
) ∈ [0, 2π ]. μ1 being the slope of the
sigmoid, i.e. tells us how fast the robot moves to a distance
dvir ,L from the sensed obstructions, ψobs,turn is the aver-
age orientation of the sensed obstructions, and dobs,turn is
the minimum distance to those obstructions. The parameter
dvir ,L is used to keep the cargo away from the obstructions
with potential collision when the Leader curves.
Regarding the implementation on the Leader: in (19), if
we replace ψtar ,L with ψtar ,L = φL +αtar ,L , ψobs,turn with
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(13), ψvir ,L with (11), and then finally replace ψdesvir ,L in
(18), the term φL is canceled out, and one gets










dobs,turn − dvir ,L
) + ln
(








This implies that, for the implementation of the integrated
behaviors, there is once again no need to keep an estimate
of the robot’s heading direction, and thus calibration and/or
odometry errors do not matter.
For the Helper (r=H) The resultant atractor is given by
ψdesvir ,H = ψc,H + γH (21)
where γH represents intentional non-alignment in relation
to payload direction, ψc,H , and its value depends on the
Leader’s heading direction, φL , as well as on the direction







1 + exp (−μ2 · (ε + π)) − 1
2
1 + exp (0.5πμ2) − 1




1 + exp (−μ2 · ε) − 1
2
1 + exp (0.5πμ2) − 1




1 + exp (−μ2 · (ε − π)) − 1
2





with ε = (φL − ψc,H
) = π − αc,L (see Fig. 4), and αc,L is
directly measured by the payload support base on the Leader
and communicated to the Helper (i.e. there is no need to
knowφL in the implementation). The parametersμ2 > 0 and
γmax ∈ [0, π/2] allow for a control of the curvature radius
that the helper will draw in order to align the payload with
the leader’s heading direction. When the Leader navigates
in a heading direction so that that it pulls the payload, then
−π/2 ≤ ε ≤ π/2 and the Helper tries to align the payload
accordingly. When the Leader is pushing the payload, i.e.
−π/2 > ε > π/2, then the Helper moves away in order
Fig. 8 Graphic representation of the γH for the Helper as a function of(
φL − ψc,H
)
, where μ2 is used to control how fast the Helper aligns
the payload with the Leader’s heading direction. Note that: ψc,H =
ψc,L − π thus φL − ψc,H = π − αc,L
to position itself behind the Leader first, and then align the
payload. This function is depicted in Fig. 8.
Finally, and very importantly, with regard to implemen-
tation on the robot, note that if (21) is replaced in (18) one
gets





Hence, there is no need to maintain an estimate of the Helper
or Leader’s heading directions in the implementation.
4.1.5 Integration of Fobs,r and fdesvir,r and the importance of
noise
The integration of all behaviors is obtained by summing their
respective contributions to the vector field of the heading
direction dynamics, which finally is given by:
dφr/dt = fr (φr ) = fdesvir ,r (φr ) + Fobs,r (φr ) (24)
Qualitative changes of behavior arise when the number
and/or stability of fixed points change. These changes cor-
respond to bifurcations in the vector field of (24), brought
about by changing sensory information as the robots move
or because the environment is dynamic (see Fig. 9). For
instance, an attractor pointing along a path heading between
two obstacles may become unstable and turn into a repeller
(i.e. unstable state) as the team approaches the obstacles.
At such bifurcations, the heading direction may come to lie
exactly on a repeller (a former attractor that turned unstable).
To ensure escape from repellers within a limited time,
the vector field (24) is augmented by means of a stochastic
contribution:




Qr · ξn (26)
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Fig. 9 Heading direction dynamics, showing the individual contribu-
tions fdesvir (dashed green line) and Fobs,r (dashed-dot red line) and
their integration (solid blue line). The current value of φr is indicated by
a solid vertical line. green circles ’o’ and red crosses ’x’ mark the attrac-
tors and repellers, respectively, of the resulting dynamical systems. As
can be seen, a bifurcation in the Leader’s heading direction has taken
place. The stability of the fixed points has changed. In particular, the
attractor φL was in become a repeller. Noise in the system will guar-
antee that this variable moves away from the repeller and converges
to an attractor of the resultant dynamics. Here it will converge to the
attractor near π . a Before bifurcation: snapshot, b before bifurcation:
vector fields, c after bifurcation: snapshot, d after bifurcation: vector
fields (Color figure online)
is chosen as Gaussian white noise, ξn , so thatQr is the effec-
tive variance of the noise. This stochastic contribution exists
in addition to sensory and motor noise, which may vary as a
function of environmental conditions. Since behavior is gen-
erated by asymptotically stable states (attractors), the system
is robust in the face of noise.
Fig. 10 The Leader’s path velocity attenuation term profiles. a Atten-
uation term as a function of payload displacement, b attenuation term
as a function of distance to the nearest obstacle, c attenuation term as a
function of distance to the final destination
4.2 Path velocity control
The robots’ path velocity, vr , with r = {L, H}, is defined by
a linear dynamical system:






where λv,r > 0, is the relaxation rate to the desired path
velocity νdes,r .
The definition of the desired path velocity, νdes,r , is dif-
ferent for the Leader and Helper.
For the Leader (r=L) The desired velocity is:
νdes,L = Vdes,L · νdes,c · νdes,obs · νdes,tar (28)
in which Vdes,L constitutes a parameter that allows one to
set the Leader’s maximum path velocity, and the factors{
νdes,c, νdes,obs, νdes,tar
} ∈ [0, 1] are attenuations of that
velocity.
The factor νdes,c (see Fig. 10a) is given by








1 − exp (μs) (29)
where dc,L is the displacement of the transported object as
measured by the Leader’s payload support base. The dis-
placement value is a measure of the relative path velocity to
the Helper, since the displacement is symmetric and approx-
imately of the samemagnitude in both robots. The parameter
μs > 0 controls the exponential decay, and Dc,max sets the
maximum value allowed for the displacement of the payload
(which is intrinsically dependent on the length of the support
base).
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νdes,obs will ensure a decrease in the Leader’s path veloc-
ity in the presence of obstructions (see Fig. 10b):









So that it depends on the closest distance to the nearest
obstacle, dobs,near . The parameter μobs > 0 sets the expo-
nential decay. The parameters Dobs,min and Dobs,max are the
minimum and maximum distances, respectively, which are
measured by the distance sensors.
Finally, the attenuation factor νdes,tar will decrease the






0, dtar < dstop
dtar −dstop
(kstop−1)·dstop , dstop ≤ dtar ≤ kstop · dstop
1, dtar > dstop
(31)
wheredtar is the distance to the target destination.Theparam-
eters dstop and kstop (≥ 1) allow one to define the stop
distance and the distance below which the velocity should
start to decrease.
For the Helper (r=H) In the same way as the Leader,
the Helper should also adjust its desired path velocity by
reducing it, if necessary, to its partner’s velocity. This is
accomplished by means of a PID controller that sets the
Helper’s path velocity, νdes,H , as a function of the dis-
placement of the payload measured by the Helper’s support
base. This approach was already presented in Machado et al.
(2013).
4.3 Hierarchy of relaxation rates
When sensory information changes, the attractors shift. In
order to ensure the stability of the control system, i.e., that
the control/state variables always relax to an attractor of the
resulting dynamics before it moves (as induced by the chang-
ing sensorial information), as well as to ensure that obstacle
avoidance behavior has precedence over the other compo-
nents, the following hierarchy of relaxation rates must be
observed (see Bicho et al. 2000 for details):
λobs,i,r  λv,r , λdesvir ,r  λv,r , λdesvir ,r  λobs,i,r.
(32)
4.4 Stability analysis
The analysis of stability is relatively simple. For the nonlinear
dynamical systemof (24),1 which governs each robot’s head-
1 Note that, although the vector field fr (φr ) (r=Leader, Helper)
changes, as the robot moves or the sensorial information changes, these
ing direction, φr , one uses a Lyapunov’s method. In order to
do so, one can consider the following Lyapunov function
Vr (φr ) = Vdesvir ,r (φr ) + Vobs,r (φr ) + K pot,r (33)
where K pot,r ∈ R and
Vdesvir ,r (φr ) = −λdesvir ,r cos
(
φr − ψdesvir ,r
)
(34)












By choosing sufficiently large values for K pot,r one can
always guarantee that the following condition holds:
Vr (φr ) > 0,∀φr ∈ [0, 2π [.
Next, since the following also holds
V̇r (φr ) = dVr (φr )
dt
= −[ fr (φr )]2 < 0,∀φr ∈ [0, 2π [\{φ̃r }
(36)
where fr (φr ) is given by (24) and φ̃r are the fixed points (i.e.
zeros) of fr (φr ), then the stability criteria of the Lyapunov’s
directmethod are satisfied (e.g. La Salle andLefschetz 2012),
and one can claim that the dynamical system which governs
each robot’s heading direction is asymptotically stable, i.e.
φr is always converging to an attractor. That this is true in
practice can be seen in all the results presented in Sect. 5,
where one can see that each robot’s heading direction, φr , is
always relaxing and staying very close to an attractor of the
resultant dynamics.
Path velocity is controlled by the linear dynamical sys-
tem (27). It can be easily proven, by means of the linear
stability theory, that it is also asymptotically stable because
dgr (vr )/dvr = −λr ,v < 0.
A similar stability analysis—but for an application related
to motion control of multi-robot formations—may be found
in Monteiro and Bicho (2010).
5 Results
In this section, by resorting to computer simulations and
experiments with real robots, a selection of results is pre-
sented. These highlight the flexible nature of the dynamic
control architecture in coping with several adverse and
changing situations. A set of five videos provided as
supplementary material show the robots’ behavior (see
“Appendix C”). The parameters of the dynamics were the
dynamical systems are autonomous, since fr (φr ) does not explicitly
depend on time.
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same for all the (simulated and real) experiments and their
values can be found in “Appendix B”. Each experiment is
documented in the text with sample snapshots of the videos.
For each robot, one also presents plots showing the temporal
evolution of the fixed points (i.e. attractors and repellers) of
the heading direction dynamics, in (24), together with the
temporal evolution of the heading directions, φr . The goal
is to show that bifurcations occur when qualitative changes
in behavior need to occur, and that each control variable
φr follows one of the resultant attractors very closely. This
demonstrates that the control systems are asymptotically
stable, which therefore make them robust in the face of dis-
turbances. For the experiments with real robots, the temporal
evolution of the robots’ path velocity vr and displacements
dr of the object/cargo, relating to the robots’ centre, are also
presented and analyzed.
5.1 Followingmoving targets and flexibility in
environments with layout changes
Here, one first demonstrates that there is nothing in the pro-
posed approach that forces us to work with static targets.
Importantly, one also shows the ability to generate qual-
itatively different trajectories if the environment changes.
Fig. 11 shows two runs: in each of these the two-robots which
jointly carry the cargo have to follow a moving agent (here
a mobile robot), and this drives the team to the final target
destination. However, the environment layout changes from
one run to another. These two runs can be seen in Video #1.
Note that there is no communication between this moving
agent and the robotic team; thus, the team could also be fol-
lowing a human operator/co-worker. As shown in the first
run (panel a), the conductor agent navigates in a cluttered
space, heading towards the destination location. The robotic
team is able to carry the load while simultaneously closely
following the moving agent and avoiding collisions with the
walls and crossing corners (i.e. L-turns). In the run depicted
in panel (b), the conductor agent executes a similar path. It
moves around obstacle B on its right has before (snapshots
S1–S2). However, the passage (between A and B) is now
not large enough to allow the robotic team to move through
it. Therefore, instead of placing an attractor in the direction
of the passage, the behavioral dynamics positions a repeller
at this direction and an attractor on the left side. This bifur-
cation in the dynamics corresponds to the decision to turn
left. Thus, a new and qualitative different trajectory is gener-
ated (online) for each robot in the team. Note that the robotic
team in this second scenario makes two U-turns, one to avoid
obstacle B and another to move around wall C.
For these two runs, Fig. 12 shows the complete temporal
evolution of the resulting fixed points of the heading direction
dynamics, in (1) for both robots, together with the temporal
evolution of the robots’ heading direction. From the analysis
Fig. 11 Snapshots of videos illustrating the capacity to follow mov-
ing targets and to cope with environments that change in layout (see
Video #1). Legend: blue robot—moving target, green robot—Leader,
magenta robot—Helper. a Run 1: large passage between A and B,
t = {14, 31, 75} s. b Run 2: narrow passage between A and B,
t = {21, 57, 126} s (Color figure online)
Fig. 12 Time course of the resulting fixed points—attractors as green
circles and repellers as red crosses—of the heading directions dynamics
(left for Leader and right for Helper) and the heading direction-blue
line—for the runs depicted in Fig. 11. a Run 1. b Run 2 (Color figure
online)
of these plots, it is clear that the systems are asymptotically
stable. This is due to the fact that the system’s states (i.e. the
heading direction of each robot) are able to track the moving
attractors, being always in, or very near, one of the stable
fixed points of the dynamics.
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Fig. 13 Robots’ paths—dashedgreen line forLeader and solidmagenta
line for Helper—when transporting cargos—rectangle with rounded
corners—with different sizes in a U-turn scenario (see Video #2). a
Cargo [m]: 1.5×0.75. bCargo [m]: 1.5×1.25. cCargo [m]: 2.5×0.75.
d Cargo [m]: 2.5 × 1.5 (Color figure online)
5.2 Carrying cargos of different sizes
The ability to transport objects of different sizes is of the
utmost importance in the scenarios considered, where from
run to run the teammaybe carrying cargos of different lengths
and widths. This implies adaptable team behavior so as to
adjust to these changes. Such adaptability is demonstrated
in several simulation runs depicted in Fig. 13. Each panel in
this figure shows both the robots’ and the cargo’s path in a
scenario with a sharp U-turn. The payload dimensions are
different in each panel, which result in distinct trajectories;
however, in all the team completes the sharp U-turn success-
fully (see also Video #2).
For the four experiments depicted in Figs. 13, 14 shows
the complete temporal evolution of the resulting fixed points
of the heading direction dynamics, in (1) for both robots,
together with the temporal evolution of the robots’ heading
direction. Once again, it is clear that the systems are always
Fig. 14 Time course of the resulting fixed points—attractors as green
circles and repellers as red crosses—of the heading directions dynamics
(left for Leader and right for Helper) and the heading direction—blue
line—for the runs depicted in Fig. 13. a Cargo [m]: 1.5×0.75. b Cargo
[m]: 1.5×1.25. c Cargo [m]: 2.5×0.75. d Cargo [m]: 2.5×1.5 (Color
figure online)
asymptotically stable. φL and φH are always in, or very near,
a fixed point attractor.
5.3 The challenge of moving obstacles
Video #3 and Fig. 15 show the team’s behavior in a scenario
which challenges the ability to cope with dynamic obstacles.
The experiment reported here also serves to demonstrate the
robust nature of the control systemgoverning the robots’ state
variables,which is able towithstandnoisy information (either
sensorial or communicated). The robot team moves towards
the target destination and, as it does so, a human operator
pulling a trolley drives in the opposite direction (snapshot
S1). The Leader robot detects this and steers in a direction
in order to avoid collision (snapshots S2); the human oper-
ator and trolley are then sensed by the Helper robot, which
also avoids them (snapshots S3-S4). The complete tempo-
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Fig. 15 Snapshots of video (t = {62, 65, 67, 71} s) illustrating the
capacity to avoid moving obstacles (see Video #3)
ral evolution of the robots’ heading direction, as well as the
temporal evolution of the fixed points, are shown in Fig. 16.
As intended the state variables heading direction, φL and
φH , are always very close to one of the (resulting) attrac-
tors, which means that the robots’ behavior is governed by a
sequence of asymptotically stable states (attractors) that con-
tribute to making the behavior robust to perturbations. This
is clearly shown in the time course of the Leader’s heading
direction (left plot in Fig. 16). Noise in the Leader’s location
system has caused the fixed points to jump up and down.
However, the behavioral variable did not accompany these
instant changes. This is so because, since it is governed by
a dynamical system, there is always exponential relaxation
Fig. 16 Time course of the resulting fixed points—attractors as green
circles and repellers as red crosses—of the heading directions dynamics
(left for Leader and right for Helper) and the heading direction-blue
line—for the runs depicted in Fig. 15
Fig. 17 Overview of cargo displacements and robots’ path velocity
for the scenario shown in Fig. 15 (L=Leader, H=Helper). a Cargo
displacements, b path velocities
from one state to another. This noise in the Leader’s location
system is not observable in its overt behavior, and thus the
team successfully accomplishes the joint transportation task.
Figure 17 shows the temporal evolution of the cargo dis-
placements on the top of each robot (dL and dH ) and the
robots’ path velocity (vL and vH ), respectively.
As can be seen, the maximum value of the displacements
measured on the Leader and Helper are 8.4 and 11.7cm,
respectively, which are rather below the maximum value
allowed for displacements (i.e. dH ,max = dL,max = 20 cm)
(see Fig. 17a). This is so because the robots’ path velocity
(Fig. 17b) is able to adequately compensate for the rela-
tive displacements of the cargo and maintains the distance
between the robots within boundaries, even when they are
both challenged by moving obstacles.
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5.4 Abrupt perturbations
Besides being able to deal with moving obstacles and tar-
gets, the team should also successfully handle unexpected
events during task execution, even though these may cause
abrupt perturbations. One of these events can be the sudden
appearance of an obstacle in the robot’s path (e.g. a box that
fell from a nearby shelf). With the purpose of testing this
ability, a synthetic scenario (see Video #4 and Fig. 18) was
constructed, where a human subject continuously moved the
target location, T1—magenta box, to force the team to nav-
igate close and around the obstacles (snapshots S1–S2). In
order to create a more demanding situation, a second human
subject threw obstacles onto to the robots’ path. First, the
obstacle landed close to the Leader (see snapshots S3–S4);
it reacted immediately to avoid the collision by perform-
ing a fast counter-clockwise turn (which can also be seen in
Fig. 19). The obstacle was subsequently removed and thrown
again, but now landed close to the Helper which responded
by adequately avoiding collision (snapshots S5–S6).
The remainder of the experiment continued with the team
contouring the centered obstacle and avoiding more abrupt
perturbations caused by a human throwing obstacles onto
their path.
Figure 20 shows the temporal evolution of the cargo dis-
placements, as measured on the top of the robots, and the
robots’ path velocity, respectively. An analysis of these plots
show that, even when abrupt perturbations occurred, the
robots were able to quickly adjust their path velocity and to
maintain the displacements of the cargo within boundaries.
The maximum observed displacements are 14.2 and 11.3cm
for the Leader and Helper, respectively.
5.5 Validation on a factory floor
Finally, validation on a real factory floor was performed (see
Video #5). Figure 21 depicts the factory floor layout and
the paths followed by the robots and cargo. In addition to
the challenge presented by a real factory environment, this
scenario tried to aggregate most of the situations described
separately in previous subsections. Namely, the appearance
of a human operator driving a pallet stacker (moving obsta-
cle A in Fig. 21), which disturbed the Helper (see snapshot
S1 in Fig. 22). Subsequently, the team was confronted with a
narrow passage, first near obstacles B and C (see snapshots
S3 and S4 in Fig. 22) and later in a U-shaped turn, with a
narrow passage, near obstacles D and E (see snapshots S5
and S6 in Fig. 22). The team was able to bypass all the diffi-
culties while expectedly presenting system behaviors that are
asymptotically stable. This can be seen in the temporal evo-
lution of the fixed points of the heading direction dynamics,
shown in Fig. 23.
Fig. 18 Snapshots of video (t = {11, 14, 22, 25, 29, 32} s) illustrating
the ability to avoid abrupt perturbations (see Video #4)
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Fig. 19 Time course of the resultant fixed points— attractors as green
circles and repellers as red crosses—of the heading directions dynamics
(left for Leader and right for Helper) and the heading direction-blue
line—for the runs depicted in Fig. 18 (Color figure online)
Fig. 20 Overview of cargo displacements and robots’ path velocity
for the scenario shown in Fig. 18 (L=Leader, H=Helper). a Cargo
displacements, b path velocities
Fig. 21 Layout of the factory floor with a plot of the robots’ trajectories
Fig. 22 Snapshots of video (t = {25, 28, 48, 65, 100, 118} s) illustrat-
ing the team navigating on a factory floor (see Video #5)
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Fig. 23 Time course of the resulting fixed points—attractors as green
circles and repellers as red crosses—of the heading directions dynamics
(left for Leader and right for Helper) and the heading direction-blue
line—for the runs depicted in Fig. 22 (Color figure online)
Fig. 24 Overview of cargo displacements and robots’ path velocity
for the scenario shown in Fig. 22 (L=Leader, H=Helper). a Cargo
displacements, b Path velocities
The temporal evolution of the cargo displacements, as
measured on the top of the robots, as well as the robots path
velocity are both presented in Fig. 24 . Once again, the anal-
ysis of these plots shows that the robots were able to adjust
their path velocity and maintain the displacements of cargo
within boundaries.
6 Conclusions
This paper has presented a distributed and dynamic control
architecture, which allows teams of two autonomous mobile
robots to perform joint transportation tasks in unknown envi-
ronments that can change over time. The control architecture
was inspired by how human teams perform transportation
tasks, and is especially suitable for dealing with cluttered
environments. The controllers are designed by following
the attractor dynamics approach to behavior-based robotics,
where each robot’s behavior is structured in terms of elemen-
tary behaviors; these set attractors at desired values for state
variables, and repellers at values to be avoided. These attrac-
tors and repellers are integrated into a vector field which
governs each of the state variables, heading direction and
path velocity. Since these values depend on sensorial and
communicated information, this means that attractors and
repellers move over time. By design, the system is tuned
to be always in, or very close to, an attractor of the overall
dynamics, and to track it very closely as it moves over time.
This ensures that the system is impervious to disturbances
since the behavior is generated by an evolution of attractor
(asymptotically stable) states.
In order to validate the controllers proposed for the team
of robots, experimentation in different scenarios was con-
ducted. These experiments included: computer simulations,
real robotic experiments in large halls, as well as validation
on a real factory floor. The robots were unaware of the envi-
ronment map and the only information provided, which was
limited to the Leader, was related to the destination loca-
tion. All the experiments were performed by using the same
parameter values, both with simulated and real robots. The
only explicit communication exchanged, from the Leader
to the Helper, was the bearing of the Leader to the trans-
ported payload. For implementation on the robots, there was
no need to maintain an estimate of the robots’ heading direc-
tion. This is important because it implied that odometry or
calibration errors were of no significance. In all of the tested
scenarios, the team not only performed successfully but also
smoothly. It presented stable behavior and was able to cope
with situations where: the environment included tight cor-
ridors with corners or sharp U-turns; the environment was
dynamic, in the sense that obstacles or targets could move;
a sudden obstacle appeared close to one of the robots or the
load, also called an abrupt disturbance; as well as changes in
load sizes.
The robots have no prior knowledge of the environment
and generate online their collision free trajectory (also colli-
sion free for the payload). This is a positive feature since aswe
have shown and discussed allows flexible behavior to cope
with very dynamic environments and situations. However,
it is possible to find special configurations of obstacles that
can trap the robotic team in sub regions of the workspace. To
solve this, the robotic team can be endowed with the capac-
ity to evaluate if it is progressing, in average, toward the
target destination as times evolves. In case it is not one can
deactivate the target acquisition behavior temporally. On real
factory floors the probability that the robotic team is trapped
is very low. This is so because the logistics may provide
a sequence of intermediate (reachable) targets, which will
drive the robotic team from the initial/loading location to the
final destination or unloading location.
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The focus of future work lies in extending the study
to larger teams of robots on real factory floors, and the
development of methods that would allow the Leader to be
substituted by a human subject (implying that explicit com-
munication should be removed).
As a final note, it is important to stress that the Non-linear
Attractor Dynamics approach reported here is quite differ-
ent from the well-known Potential Field approach (Khatib
1986) used to generate collision-free paths for vehicles. Both
approaches represent obstacles and targets as repellers and
attractors, respectively. In the potential field approach, the
gradient of a scalar potential field is used to generate the
robot’s trajectory. Thus, the path is generated by the tran-
sient solutions of a dynamical system. On the other hand,
in the non-linear attractor dynamics approach, the path is
generated by a sequence of attractor solutions. Thus, the tran-
sient solutions of the potential field approach are replaced
by a sequence of attractor solutions (i.e. asymptotical stable
states) of a dynamical system, which therefore contribute to
the asymptotical stability of the overall control system (for
a comparison of these two approaches see e.g. Fajen et al.
2003; Costa e Silva et al. 2006; Hernandes et al. 2014).
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Appendix A: Robot kinematics
The path velocity, v, and angular velocity, ω, of our robotic
platforms were controlled by setting the linear speeds of the
two driving wheels as follows:
vright = v + Dwheels
2
ω (37)
vle f t = v − Dwheels
2
ω (38)
where Dwheels is the distance between the two driving
wheels. ω = dφ/dt is obtained directly from the behavioral
dynamics for the heading direction, Eq. 25, and v results
from integrating Eq. 27, by following a Euler method, i.e.,
v = v + dt .g(v), with dt being the time step.
Appendix B: Values of parameters used in the
experiments
NL = 11; NH = 21; δL = π/8; δH = π/16; β1,r = 2;
β2,r = 0.5 × Cl , where Cl is the cargo’s length; Ψvir ,L =
π/4; Ψthres = π/6; λdesvir ,L = 0.4; λdesvir ,H = 0.5; μ1 =
2;μ2 = 2;√Qr = 0.01;Ψv = π/4; γmax = 5π/12; λv,L =
10/3; λv,H = 2; Vdes,L = 0.3; μs = 1; Dc,max = 0.2;
μobs = 7; Dobs,min = 0.1; Dobs,max = 1.5; kstop = 2;
dstop = 1.25. Dwheels = 45 cm. dt ≈ 50 ms.
Appendix C: Videos
In the supplementary material one can find the following
videos, which further complement the results:
Video #1 : illustrates the capacity of the robot team to
transport the cargo while following moving targets and the
ability to cope with environments that change in layout.
Video #2: demonstrates the capacity of the robot team
to transport cargos of different sizes in U-turn scenarios.
Video #3: demonstrates the capacity of the robot team
to avoid moving obstacles.
Video #4: shows the capability of the robot team to avoid
abrupt perturbations that may appear during the joint trans-
portation task.
Video #5: shows the robot team navigating on a factory
floor, where their joint transportation behavior is challenged
by a cluttered environment, with narrow passages and amov-
ing obstacle (human operator driving a pallet stacker).
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